Abstract; A new way for predicting the acoustic field scattered by a infinitely long elastic cylinder buried in a sedimentf luid media is developed in modd theory. In the sedimentary fluid media, a gener~ized images method express the whole interaction between the btrfied cylinder and the interface. Then, the method of steepest descents calculate the scattered field outside the sedimentary media.
T~ACOUSTIC FIELD IN TW SEDIMENTARY MEDIA
As shown in fi~re 1, an incident plane wave is refracted by the fluid media -sedimentary media interface, The refracted wave strikes the cylinder.
Then, the scattered field at the observation point M is made up of multiple interactions between the cylinder and the plane interface. This interface must not be considered as a rigid or a soft one. Therefore, the classical images method [1] is unusable.
A new generalized images method [2] allow us to split the scattered field into two computable contributions, one coming from the interface and the other coming from the cylinder. Each elementary interaction is described by linear operators. In this way, the scattered field is the sum of elementary interactions as a generalized Debye series.
In concrete terms, the whole cylinder contribution is express as a modal series: k Wcyii"der =~a"yn 
